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1 Abstract

The aim of this research project was detecting Earth’s deformation from Interfer-
ometric Synthetic Aperture Radar (InSAR) images, through a semi-supervised
machine learning algorithm called Least-squares two sample test. This algo-
rithm computes the probability distributions of two sample sets to test the
homogeneity, if they belongs to the same probability distribution or not. So at
the same time it is giving information about the divergence of these two sam-
ples. In particular, the data used was obtained by ALOS-2 satellite from the
Taal volcano (Philippines) eruption in 2020.

2 InSAR images

The Synthetic Aperture Radar Interferometry (InSAR) images map the global
topography and deformation of the Earth’s surface aiding, mainly, in the anal-
ysis and interpretation of tectonic and volcanic landscapes. Some of the appli-
cations of InSAR are in the research of crustal deformation1, ocean currents,
vegetation parameters, terrain classifications, glacial processes and landslides.

A radar interferogram image is constructed from two SAR images. A SAR
image is a two-dimensional record. Each pixel consists of complex number with
amplitude and phase. Computing the difference of phase between each pair of
points from the corresponding two SAR images reveals the information about
ground deformation or topography after appropriate corrections. Taking the
images from the same orbit but in different times allows to represent with ac-
curacy any surface shifts through the phase difference of the two images. In a

1Changing of earth surface caused by tectonic forces that are accumulated in the crust and
then cause earthquakes.
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word, it is the phase difference that enables us to measure the deformation of
the Earth’s surface [1]. In contrast to more traditional techniques where the
motion is detected only when the target area suffers a movement bigger than a
significant value [4]. Moreover, InSAR can measure earthquakes, that happen
in land, right above the hypocenter and active volcanoes [3].

SAR images that have been mentioned previously are the images obtained by
the conventional radar imaging technique applying radio detection and ranging.
This method is developed illuminating the target area, from where we want to
extract information, with electromagnetic waves of microwave frequency and re-
flecting the signal. In particular, what makes SAR images useful is their higher
resolution due the combination signal processing techniques and satellite orbit
information. This quality in the resolution is present in the cross-track direction
due the used of high bandwidth radar signal, and in the along-track (azimuth)
direction because the synthetic aperture provided by a moving antenna [1].

The brightest regions in radar images correspond to high amplitude of the re-
turned wave energy. In contrast, the locations with dense vegetation, snowfall,
rain, lava flow, or any kind of water masses (such as lakes, ponds...) could not
be represented thus the waves could not reflect on these surfaces, what results
in incoherent phase difference between the two SAR images acquisitions when
we are constructing the corresponding InSAR image.Indeed, the selected SAR
images to generated the interferogram should not be more than 2 or 3 months
apart since more decorrelation rather than correlation appears, even if any seis-
mic action has been developed since the surface could suffer changes due to
vegetation for instance [4]. The same issue can appear when the baseline of the
satellite is too large because the correction of the orbit separation is impossible
if the baseline length exceeds a certain value.

In the following image Fig.1, it is possible to appreciate some empty or white
areas where one of them, according to the topography of this area, represents
a lake and the others could be caused by some flows of wash due this im-
age correspond to a volcano eruption. On the other hand, the Earth’s surface
displacements can be interpret through the color scheme where red tones are
associated with subsidence and blue ones with uplift, keeping in mind that the
color bounds are between -120 and +120mm, approximately.

3 Data processing

The data processing is done by the RINC software (v.0.41), which was developed
by Dr. Taku Ozawa at the National Research Institute of Earth Science and
Disaster Resilience, Japan. The processing follows the standard InSAR process-
ing; the interferogram of co-registered images is further processed by removing
the orbital effect and topography effect to extract ground deformation between
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Fig. 1. Interferogram image generated by ALOS-2 satellite from Taal eruption

the two acquisitions. Digital Elevation Map2 with a resolution of 0.3 degrees or
about 90 meters from Shuttle Radar Topograph Mission 3 [2] is used to correct
the topographic effect.

Since the data used is from a volcano the images acquisitions are taken be-
fore the eruption has happened and after it - the eruption occurs on 12th of
January of 2020. Thus, interferogram corresponds between 12th of November
of 2019 and 21st of January of 2020.

Once processing is finished, the resulted data (interferogram and coherence file)
is read and filtered. In order to do this a Python script (v.3.9) was written
and executed through IDLE. The obtained coherence file has the information
about the quality of the interferogram. Consequently, the inSAR image is fil-
tered using a threshold coherence of 0.1, which means that all values of the
interferogram smaller or equal to 0.1 were discarded and substituted by NaN.
The interferogram units are radians so to converted it to a standard unit (mm)
it is mandatory to use the following equation 118/2π × 1847 × 1769, where
×1847× 1769 are the dimensions of the interferogram.

2It is a matrix of numbers that represents the elevation of the bare surface (without vegeta-
tion or other elements). So, its 3D renderization shows a very realistic model of the elevation
of the area.
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Fig. 2. Color plot of filtered interferogram data by coherence > 0.1, generated
with Pyplot framework functions from Matplotlib in Python.

4 Least-squares two-sample test

The least-squares two-sample test3 (LSTT) is a method developed by Prof.
Masashi Sugiyama at University of Tokyo, Japan. This method tests if two
samples belongs to the same probability distribution, which means it is testing
the null hypothesis4. LSTT is a not parametric method, not need any restrictive
parametric assumption, based in density ratio estimation. In particular, LSTT
is based in a divergence density ratio estimation method, called unconstrained
least-squares importance fitting (uLSIF). LSTT uses uLSIF to do the homo-
geneity test because this method shows to be computationally efficient due it

3Two-sample test determine if the differences of two data samples are statistically signifi-
cant

4It is a conjecture that proposes that there is not difference between two probability dis-
tributions.
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processes the data sample only through kernel functions.5

First and foremost, the mentioned density ratio r(x) is constructed from the
density functions, p(x) and p′(x), associated to the probability distributions, P
and P ′, of two sets of samples, X and X ′, and the target of uLSIF method is
to estimate r(x) = p(x)/p′(x), with p′(x) > 0.

Then, in order to do this estimation a kernel model is used including the con-
stant basis function, 1, because improves the ratio estimation accuracy since
r(x) ≈ 1 when the two distributions are similar [5]. And the applied kernel
function in this case is the Gaussian, which is determined by:

k(x, x′) = exp (−∥x− x′∥
2 · σ2

)

where the norm is the Euclidean, σ2 is the Gaussian variance and σ the standard
deviation of the Gaussian function. Some of the performance of uLSIF resides
in the kernel width, σ. A priori this would make LSTT a parametric method
(σ being the parameter), but in [5, §2.4], professor Masashi finds the optimal
value of σ, which we will use by default thus rendering LSTT a non-parametric
method.

Thus, the obtained ratio estimation substitutes the initial density ratio in the
Pearson Divergence estimator to get the desired estimator for the uLSIF func-
tion. Next, the elements of the union of the two datasets, X ∪X ′, are randomly
permute so that the first |X| elements are taken from this union generating a

set X̃ and with the remaining samples the set X̃ ′ is built, taking for each set the
function uLSIF based on Pearson’s divergence estimator. Shuffling the union
elements again and repeating this process, in our case we have limited the num-
ber of iterations to 100. Finally, we will compare all these estimators obtained
with the estimator calculated from the original datasets taking all those that
are greater than the original estimator, in order to make the mean of them.
This mean will be the estimator sought. This entire procedure is what we call
LSTT [5].

The original LSTT code is available in MATLAB in Professor Masashi Sugiyama’s
website free of charge for research and education purposes. The whole method
is composed of four files: one for the LSTT algorithm its self, one for the men-
tioned uLSIF algorithm, other for the kernel Gaussian function and lastly a
demo of the code. We have translated these three first files to Python (v.3.8 or
above) and implemented a new demo code in order to test the processed Taal
data. The associated GitHub repository content is not disclosed.

Firstly, LSTT function were translated since it is the main function, uLSIF

5A kernel function represents a dot product that helps to create a linear classifier of a
non-linear decision boundary data set.
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and kernel Gaussian are called from LSTT. Secondly, the kernel Gaussian func-
tion where the Euclidean distance is used to compute the distance between the
two matrices. Indeed, to calculate this norm the function distance matrix from
Scipy.spatial library is used. Next the uLSIF function, and lastly the demo was
implemented.

Some of the considerations made while translating from MATLAB to Python
were that arrays or matrices in MATLAB starts in position one but in Python
starts in zero. Besides, in MATLAB it is possible to do matrix division from
left and from right while in Python not. In Python only the common division
exists, which is the division from right. For instance, let A and B be matrices.
We have the following equations and their solutions,

Ax = B =⇒ x = A−1B =⇒ x = A\B left division

xA = B =⇒ x = BA−1 =⇒ x = A/B right division

Consequently, the left division can be expressed as a product of the inverse of
A times B. In Python this is written using the linalg.pinv function from the
Numpy library.

In terms of testing the Taal data, two small sets of samples of 100x100 samples
each are taken from the filtered interferogram. Initially this two sets are asso-
ciated with two areas of the InSAR image where the displacement is obvious.
In other words, the Pearson divergence estimation resulted from the LSTT is
greater than zero, or to be more accurate is not closed to zero6. Next, two simi-
lar regions are taken in order to test as well if the Pearson divergence estimator
is close to zero when no displacement has happened.

5 Discussion

Because of atmospheric and ionospheric (in particular with L-band SAR images
such as ALOS-2) disturbances, InSAR images always contain noise even if no
real deformation takes place. The noise sometimes amounts to 20–30 mm to
mask Earth’s deformation signal if it is tiny. Also, because of the complexity
of these error source, the error budget of InSAR images is also complex, and
it is unlikely to be represented by simple statistics (e.g., Simons and Rosen,
2015). Therefore, discrimination of noise and deformation signals requires a
comparison of the probability distribution of two samples, as we have done in
this study. This study serves as a first step to achieve this goal. Thus, testing
LSTT method with data from less obvious Earth’s surface deformations is the
following path that we want to work at.

6A tolerance of 95 exp (−2) has been fixed
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